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 Overview – What is the Omicron variant and why are scientists concerned? 
• The Omicron variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus emerged in South Africa in November 2021,1 and has since spread to at least 27 

countries and territories.2 On December 1, 2021, the U.S. confirmed its first COVID-19 case with the Omicron variant.3-4 
• Very early reports suggest that the Omicron variant is more transmissible than other variants (e.g., Delta).5
• Given a high number of mutations in the viral Spike protein, it is anticipated that Omicron will be resistant to existing

antibodies and may lead to a higher rate of reinfection,6-7 but confirmation is needed. 
• Currently, very little is known about its transmissibility, ability to evade the immune system, clinical severity, and susceptibility 

to vaccines and other medical therapeutics.
Genomics – How does the Omicron variant compare to previous SARS-CoV-2 strains and variants? 

• Current SARS-CoV-2 PCR diagnostic testing can successfully identify this variant. Several labs have reported a phenomenon
termed S gene dropout. This test can thus be used to distinguish cases of Omicron from other variants.1 This S gene dropout is 
the result of a 2-amino deletion at locations 69/70. These deletions are also seen in Alpha and Eta variants.8 
• Omicron has 30 amino acid changes, 3 small deletions, and 1 insertion in the spike protein.9 
• Mutations present in Omicron were previously studied in vitro and demonstrated 4-50 times greater binding affinity to ACE2 

than wildtype SARS-CoV-2,8, 10 which may confer increased transmissibility.
• Nucleocapsid (N) mutations in Omicron have been linked to increased RNA expression11 and increased viral loads.12 

Transmissibility – How does it spread from one host to another? How easily is it spread? 
• Mutations in the spike protein furin cleavage site (H655Y, N679K, and P682H) may be linked to higher transmissibility.8, 13-15 
• The rate of new cases in particular areas of South Africa have increased recently, consistent with a transmission advantage for 

the newly-discovered Omicron variant.16 Early reports indicate that Omicron has become the dominant variant in the Gauteng 
province of South Africa in a short period of time, which is also consistent with elevated transmissibility compared to other 
circulating variants.17 
• As of November 25, 2021, the effective reproduction number (Re), defining the average number of new infections caused by a

single infectious individual, was 1.47 for South Africa nationally, where the Delta variant is dominant, but 1.93 in the Gauteng
province, which is dominated by the Omicron variant.5 
• The European Center for Disease Control recommends that existing non-pharmaceutical interventions, such as masks and 

social distancing, be maintained or reintroduced, even in countries with high vaccination levels.18 
Vaccines – Are there effective vaccines? How common are breakthrough infections? 

• The exact impact on efficacy is unknown, but the mutation profile of the spike protein, which is what the antibodies 
recognize, has been determined19 and suggests reduced antibody recognition. Tests are underway to determine vaccine 
effectiveness, with results expected in mid-December.9, 19 
• Several sequence mutations observed in Omicron have been associated with increased transmissibility and immune escape.18 

Scientists are concerned because a prior, synthetic variant with 20 mutations similar to Omicron in the spike protein was
almost entirely resistant to serum from previously infected and previously vaccinated individuals.20 
• Moderna is currently testing booster candidates against the Omicron variant, including two that were designed against Beta 

and Delta variants which have some of the same mutations as Omicron. They are also designing a new booster candidate 
specifically against Omicron which they anticipate will be ready in three months.21 

Protective Immunity – How long does the immune response provide protection from reinfection? 
• The level of protection in previously infected individuals is unknown. However, preliminary evidence indicates Omicron may

cause an increased risk of reinfection.22 Concern regarding the ability of the Omicron variant to escape immunity induced by 
the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson vaccines remains high.9 Currently available vaccines may offer some level of
protection against hospitalization and death, potentially through memory T cells directed at non-surface proteins.23 
• Convalescent patients likely will have some level of protection to neutralize the Omicron variant, however a drop in 

protection is expected based on the combination of mutations.19 
Medical Treatments – Are there effective treatments? 

• There are currently no data suggesting this variant is resistant to any current COVID-19 treatments. Experimental research is 
in progress to understand the capabilities. 

Incubation Period and Acute Clinical Presentation – How long until symptom onset? What are initial symptoms?
• Preliminary information from South Africa reports that there are no unusual symptoms associated with Omicron and that

some individuals are asymptomatic.24-26 
What else do we know? 

• Other aspects of the Omicron variant are either presumed or confirmed to agree with those of previously identified SARS-
CoV-2 strains. Additional information can be found in the DHS S&T Master Question List (MQL) for COVID-19.27 
• Currently, there are key gaps in our understanding of Omicron’s ability to infect previously infected and vaccinated

individuals, its transmission rate in unvaccinated and vaccinated populations, and its clinical disease severity in patients of
different ages and comorbidities. Additional research is needed to fill these key gaps.
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